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Greeks, but their proper names leave no doubt of its
character; such names as Philip, Alexander, Amyntas,
Ptolemaios, Antiochos, Kleopatra. Not only vowels, but
some of the consonants were different, however—e.g. V
(written B) for the Greek PH; hence Berenike, for Pherenike,
" Victoria." Here, too, a young prince won acceptance as
a true Hellene by stringent judges—Alexandros the
Philhellene, who was admitted to the Olympic Games
(after an appeal against him by rival athletes had been dis-
allowed) and tied for first place in the furlong sprint.1 Here,
too, the royal house claimed Greek heroic descent, from the
Herakleid kings of Argos,2 on the strength of the likeness
of their family name, Argcadai; and Alexander's successors
of the fifth century learned to patronize Greek poets and
worked hard to hammer some civilization into their virile
but very difficult subjects. But to all these peoples,
Hellenism penetrated slowly. The springtime of that
civilization was already past, in the age when the greatest
of the Argeads struck down Persia, when Aitolia defended
Hellas against the Kelt, and when a king of Epeiros measured
his strength with Rome.
Wild as Aitolia and Akarnania might be, the tribes of
each land had a consciousness of racial unity, and a common
meeting-place where no doubt they gathered annually
for worship and sports. The Akarnanes met at Stratos (the
place where the army gathers) and the Aitolians at Thermon,
where fine large temple-buildings, decorated in the latest
Greek style, with painted terra-cotta gargoyles and antefixes
from Corinth, were being erected in the seventh century.3
Even this much tribal unity was lacking among their
neighbours on the Corinthian Gulf, the Ozolian Lokrians.
They lived in walled villages and not in unwalled ones like
the Aitolians,4 and as a maritime people no doubt felt them-
i Hdt, v, 22.
* Hdt. viii, 1ST—a charming and '* primitive n fable, containing much to
interest the lover of folk-lore. The northern u youngest eon of three "
motive (cf. Hdt, iv, 5,10, on Seythia) is one of several details that make one
feel that one is reading Grimm, For the name Argeadai, cf, Str, vii, frags, 11
and 20,	* Payne, Necrocorinthia, p, 254.	* Thk. iii, 94.

